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Why do we 
need a robust 
Home 
Delivery 
process? 
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Increases In-Clinic 
Spending

Increases 
Compliance

Crucial for 
Preventing 

Revenue Loss

• Clients receive quality 
medications, food, and health 
care products shipped right to 
their front door 

• Enhances client relationships 
by offering a convenient 
solution

• Increases compliance with 
auto-ship and Proactive 
scripting 

• Recaptures revenue being lost 
to competitors 

• Increases in-clinic spend

HD Talking Points

https://0fe1bd38-690b-40e1-8c60-edf05b746790.filesusr.com/ugd/015c69_c5a6e11b89d94242b4633b67a9d9bd22.pdf




10 Easy Steps to Tackle 
Outside Pharmacy Requests

*Solutions provided in order of launch timing

 Appoint a Clinic Champion to assist and support Home Delivery in your 
clinic.

 Ensure all team members have been trained on your Home Delivery 
platform. Training videos and resources are available on GPConnect.

 Thought-partner with your team and determine workflow.

 Create a hospital policy and procedure regarding Home Delivery and Fax 
Interception process.

 Develop verbiage and talking points for teams to communicate 
effectively with clients. Post these by phones and workstations.

 Create a system to track outside pharmacy requests in your PIMS 
software.

 Before ANY outside pharmacy requests are processed, a Proactive Script 
is created in your pharmacy and the fax intercept checkbox is selected.

 Call the client – refer to the script created at the workstations. Enter 
client communication and track in PIMS software.

 If the client requests to continue their order with the 3rd party, consider 
requiring that a written prescription be picked up from the hospital.

 Follow up with your clients – stay informed on promos, coupons codes, 
from with your HD platform. Make it a goal that ALL of your clients are 
aware of your clinics safe and affordable home delivery service.



Champion Responsibilities Checklist

 Choose the person in your clinic who is passionate about the Home
Delivery platform to be the HD Champion

 Give the Clinic Champion access to HD reporting

 Champion to give HD regularly, including at Staff Meetings

 Work with Champion to set goals/ benchmarks to improve performance

 Champion and HM analyze workflows for Pro Active Scripting, RX
Intercept, and Script Assist.

 Champion set best practices and training for workflows including:

 Assigning times for staff to add in Pro Active Scripts

 Assigning times for staff to clear out Script Assist, if applicable

 Rx Intercept Process

 Conversation Scripting

 In clinic HD promotional material to share with clients when picking up an Rx

 Provide all current Promo codes to staff

 Price Match Policy

 Checking HD orders daily and following up with vendor on delayed orders

 Training staff to call HD platform for free expedited shipping when needed

 Champion trains and Role Plays with Staff

 Champion facilitate social media posts

 Recognize the Success of your Champion!
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Clinic Champion
Appoint a Clinic Champion to assist and support Home Delivery in your clinic

Champion ownership of increasing Pro Active 

Scripting will pay off week after week as those 

scripts get filled

Click here for hospital 

example: 229 Thiensville



Team Training
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Ensure all team members are proficient on their Home Delivery platform. 

Home Delivery Training Resources:

https://www.gpconnect.nva.com/home

Pw: woof2020

Training is the most important component of a successful home
delivery program.

• The team understands the Hospital WHY behind Home Delivery.

• Providing comprehensive training enables and empowers team members

• Team members have confidence discussing their Home Delivery platform with
clients. This client communication can positively impact revenues.

• Creates a cohesive unit at the site level, one that understand the HD protocols and
procedures, and works as a team to achieve goals.

Training Recommendations:

 Hospital Leadership Team to discuss HD with their field leader

 Hospital Leadership Teams should watch the training videos:

 CVET and VS training videos can be found on GPConnect, link above

 Partner with your HD Service (Vetsrouce or Covetrus) and arrange a team training

 Make sure the team has access and log ins to the platform

 Ensure the platform is easily accessible on all desktops and promos/coupon codes are
posted by workstations for quick reference.

 Make sure all team members at the site level are onboarded with the HD trainer in
the initial launch, and new hire onboarding steps include HD training videos.

 Make sure all team members have review the Site Level hospital Home Delivery
Policies and Procedures

https://www.gpconnect.nva.com/home
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Workflow Analysis
Partner with your team, other hospitals in your division, and division leadership and 
determine the best workflow for your hospital.

Click here to access 

Home Delivery 

Printable Checklists

WHY: Having a clear pharmacy workflow in your clinic can improve your labor, enhance the 
client experience, and optimize your potential to grow your ancillary revenue. Creating a 
thoughtful, strategic workflow process is crucial in the long term success of your ancillary 
services. 

WHAT: A workflow analysis is a simple data gathering approach to create systems that run 
efficiently in your clinic. This can be accomplished best by

• Thought partnering and Collaborating with your team: 

• Creating a vision statement on how you approach home delivery in your hospital.

• Asking all teamers for input on how to best to process client requests and address third party 
requests using the fastest, most comprehensive approach.

• Looking at the data: Track requests to better understand the clinic opportunity. Review your 
Home Delivery dashboards to assess focus areas. Review best practices and resources to 
better streamline your approach.

.
HOW: Clear, yet comprehensive guide to the hospital procedures – documented steps the 

hospital team must take, 

• Consider the client journey from each angle: When do you want to receive the 

recommendation from the DVM? How do you like to receive updates and information 

(email, text, social media)? What would drive you to order from your DVM’s pharmacy 

rather than third party (Pricing, Buying Local, Quality and Safe Meds?)

• Once you have collaborated with your team and decided on action steps to improve 

the workflow, walk the floor. Role play, does your system make sense? Is it easy for 

the team and the clients? Are there measures in place to monitor success? How are 

you going to know the workflow process works?

• Partner with your field team, sharing your process and your results and findings. 

Track your return on investment – you eill he proud of your results and they are worth 

sharing!

• Keep your team involved – keep asking for their feedback on the process, Continue to 

improve the process after reviewing what works and what doesn’t.

• Ask the clients- Ask a few of your trust and loyal clients for their opinions and 

feedback. They will appreciate being involved. 

https://www.gpconnect.nva.com/home-delivery


Outside Pharmacy Policy

WHY: Having a clear outside pharmacy request policy provides direction to both staff and 
clients, creating a smoother workflow, and allowing more consistent messaging to clients 
by developing supporting documents and training for this policy. 

WHAT: Document focused on how your hospital will handle requests for prescriptions 
from an outside pharmacy. The document should include staff workflow procedures as 
well as client communication process.

HOW: Clear, yet comprehensive guide to the hospital procedures – documented steps 
the hospital team must take, coupled with detailed resources to make implementation 
easier. Below are some tips to follow while making your policy to help improve 
consistency across team members and internal compliance:

• Simple: Keep the process as simple and straightforward as possible

• Clear and Direct: Make sure the steps required of the team are clearly defined 
and explained

• Examples: Consider including sample verbiage when speaking with clients

• Pricing / Discounts: Make sure you are clear on how much authority your team 
has to adjust pricing or providing discounts to clients with or without approval of 
hospital leadership

9

Create a hospital policy and procedure regarding Home Delivery and Fax Interceptions 
process.
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Create Consistent Messaging
Develop verbiage and talking points for teams to communicate effectively with clients.

WHY: Consistent messaging for clients promotes the fact that this is a foundational 
service offered by your hospital, not a short term initiative or sale, as well as providing 
consistent education of the service to all clientele. Creating consistent verbiage can help 
reduce internal obstacles like varying skill levels in navigating different client concerns 
and create boundaries within which a CSR can offer discounts/coupons/price matching. 

WHAT: Verbiage and talking points for reference when talking to clients in the hospital 
about a product or prescription, checking a client out, or contacting clients to convert 
from an outside pharmacy request.

HOW: Post these guides near workstations for quick reference of verbiage based on 
client concern type or price change/discounts leeway. Examples of phrases to use with 
clients are provided below and in the hospital example. A great way to implement and 
train the team consistently is to practice via role play frequently.

" Hi XXXXX, this is XXXX from XXXX Vet Clinic. We received a request that you put 
through for XXXX from Chewy. I'm not sure if you are aware or not, but we also 
have an on-line pharmacy. We did some quick research and if you order through 
our pharmacy and use the codes XXXX, you will actually be saving XXXX $'s. Should 
we go ahead and get your order placed for you on our website?"

" Hi XXXXX, this is XXXX from XXXX Vet Clinic. We received a request that you put 
through for <Diet> from <XXXstore>. I'm not sure if you are aware or not, but we 
also have an on-line pharmacy. We did some quick research and our prices are very 
similar and our pharmacy offers the convenience of auto ship. This means not only 
do you get free shipping, but also the assurance you will not run out. Should we go 
ahead and get your order placed for you on our website?"
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Call the Client
Refer to the script created at the workstations. Enter client communication and track in 
PIMS.

WHY: This is a simple yet powerful step in the online pharmacy conversion process. 
Conversion of outside requests is more personal when done via phone call than email. An 
email can be lost in junk or spam folders, and a direct phone call gives the opportunity to 
address the specific concern of the client. The success of converting a client to your 
hospital pharmacy is much higher when communicating with the client via a phone call.

WHAT: Phone call to client when outside request is received. 

HOW: In addition to Consistent Messaging slide above, it’s important to think about the 
following training points for your hospital team. 

• Provide scripts for responses to common concerns from clients

• Role play and practice having conversations with clients in order to increase 
comfortability during these calls and increase consistency

• Consider your team structure and strengths – do all CSRs make these calls, or are 
there certain individuals or personalities that are better suited to conversion 
conversations?

• Consider economics and impact to the business: is there a range of flexibility the 
team has to discount prices or offer hospital coupons or account discounts, does the 
Lead CSR have authority for certain price/discount changes to win the conversion, or 
does the team need HLT approval, etc..



Must-Have’s Checklist

 Send your Clients an Email once monthly – informing them of your HD
platform, and including any upcoming promos or coupon codes. Review
the News/Promo link in your HD platform to stay informed on upcoming
client deals.

 Schedule Boosted Facebook posts sharing info about your HD services,
encouraging them to buy local. Make sure to include link to your clinic’s
website so they can check out your online store. Post once a month on FB
about HD, schedule the posts in advance to make things easier for you!

 Keep printed marketing materials and collateral in your clinic. Staple to
food bags and medicine bags, including first time coupon codes.

 Make sure your invoices include info about your pharmacy, and include a
coupon code for the clients.

 Make sure your team has printed talking points at workstations. This will
aid in their discussions with clients.

 Utilize the plethora of Marketing materials and client communication
templates on the GPConnect website.
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Client Communication
Follow-up up with your clients – stay informed on promos and coupon codes from your 
HD platform. Make it a goal that ALL clients are aware of your clinic’s safe, affordable, 
and convenient home delivery service.

TIP: For quick and sustainable HD Growth, send 

one email and  construct one FB post per month 

about HD, including coupon codes and website link.



Track Outside Requests

WHY: Hospitals are becoming increasingly busy, and it can be hard to track and follow 
up on patient requests that are not captured in your hospital PIMS. Using consistent, 
automated codes in your PIMS, you can quickly and easily run information searches on 
scripts that are being filled outside of your hospital pharmacy and launch conversion 
procedures to recapture these as in-hospital scripts.  This tracking can have several 
benefits:

• Improve hospital service levels: Client is able to receive all services and product 
from one interaction and one provider.

• Increase Client Loyalty: By providing the same availability and convenience as 
outside options at a competitive price, your practice is serving your community and 
the needs of your clients. They will be grateful, and loyal. By seeing the service 
being offered at a competitive price, they will also be less likely to feel “price-
gouged” at your clinic, as these are often easily shopped items.

WHAT: PIMS treatment codes that track requests for scripts for Pharmacy, Diet, or 
HWFT from external options. 

• Use these for external online pharmacy only, not CVET or VS scripts, as those are 
considered in-hospital online pharmacy.

• Use PIMS to check the prescription and mark the patient history with coding, using 
a different code for pharmacy, diet, and HWFT prescriptions:

• ONLPHARM – pharmacy products

• ONLDIET – diet products

• ONLHWF – heartworm, flea/tick products 

HOW: Set-up and reporting on these PIMS codes is a simple and quick process. Follow the 
links below to access detailed instructions for both AVImark and Cornerstone PIMS:

• AVImark code setup and reporting

• Cornerstone code setup and reporting

• Use your hospital intercept procedures to call clients and win back the outside 
script requests.

13

Create a system to track outside pharmacy requests in your PIMS software.



Proactive Scripting
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Ensure that before all requests are processed, a Proactive Script is created in your 
pharmacy and the fax intercept checkbox is selected.

WHY: Proactive prescriptions are key in a successful implementation of home delivery 
service by reaching the client with your hospital pharmacy solution BEFORE they shop 
an outside pharmacy.

WHAT: There are instances where a client leaves the hospital without purchasing 
product, and using your HD platform to send a digital, preapproved, prescription to 
your client so they can order later is called a proactive prescription. 

HOW: 

• Rx Intercept: When a hospital receives a third-party fax, a proactive prescription 
can be created within the dashboard to let the client know the  order can be filled 
through the clinic’s pharmacy providing peace of mind, competitive pricing, free 
delivery, and auto-ship.  Within the Covetrus platform, proactive prescriptions in 
response to third-party requests can be tracked through a check-box in the 
bottom-left corner of the script creation window. It is best practice to utilize this 
where applicable so we can track our success at intercepting scripts over time. 
Following up with a phone call to the client will ensure they have been made 
aware of your online store.

• Appointment Follow-up: For clients that don’t purchase a recommended product 
at the time of visit, it is best practice to follow-up with a proactive script shortly 
after their visit that they can fill at their convenience. 

• General Compliance: Practices can review their medical records at any time to 
determine which clients haven’t filled a recommended script for their pets and 
send them a proactive script in response.  There are also a couple different tools to 
help automate this process detailed below.

Click for a Covetrus How To Proactively Prescribe

Click for a testimonial from Dr. Handy, MDVM at Animal Crackers on proactively 
prescribing
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Written Scripts
If the client insists on a 3rd party, require they pick up a written script from the hospital. 

WHY: Your hospital has a competitive, convenient alternative to a client going to an 
outside pharmacy, and if the client chooses not to use that platform, there is additional 
time and resources required of the hospital team to accommodate that outside request. 
Requiring that the client come in to pick up the written script that they can use anywhere 
reduces the work load on the team to approve and return faxed requests. 

WHAT: Providing written prescriptions for the client to pick up in person for outside 
pharmacy requests.

HOW: 

• Script Request: When a faxed request is received, follow the hospital procedure to 
research the medication and pet history, approve the prescription in your hospital 
pharmacy, and reach out to the client to advise them of your hospital options.

• Client Outreach: When discussing your online pharmacy with the client, use 
consistent verbiage to convey the available options to the client. The first option 
presented should be your online pharmacy. If the client would still like the outside 
request approved, you can notify them of the policy to provide a written script for 
pickup.

* IF you are considering a fee, thoroughly discuss the structure, use, and verbiage 
around this charge. Consider using a “Rushed” or “Expedited” Service Fee that would 
have applications in other avenues of your hospital where a disruption in normal 
workflow would occur in order to accommodate an expedited request from the 
client. Using a fee not associated with Prescriptions or Processing can avoid the 
perception that you are charging for the script request.



APPENDIX



Hospital Success Stories
IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES AND OUTCOMES FROM ACROSS NVA



MDVM Testimonial
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Hospital success case shows that customized DVM schedules can grow Actual Time 
Available for Appointments

Click here for a recording 

of Dr. Handy’s

Testimonial

HOSPITAL: 0272-Animal Crackers Veterinary Hospital (HM-Crystal Hunter, MDVM-Dr Adam Handy)

Dr Adam Handy provided a first-hand testimonial and presentation on launching Home Delivery at his 
hospital, Animal Crackers VH. The recording of his presentation can be found in the link below, and the 
final presentation is embedded in the icon as well.

Return to 

Proactive Script



Client Communication

HOSPITAL: 0114-Merrimack Veterinary Hospital (HM-Lauren Baldwin, MDVM-Dr. Brian 
Dening)

Having a clear, consistent policy for the staff to follow has improved communication 
with and education of the client around Merrimack’s online pharmacy. Some key points 
in their client communication:

• VFC business cards (hospital branded) are stapled to EVERY invoice

• The below sticker is placed on the front of all food bags and cases, and prescription 
bags. It says “free delivery” because if it’s a recurring order, they honor the free 
delivery – which all food and preventatives should be

• The online pharmacy is not referred to as VFC or CVET, but as Merrimack Vet’s 
online pharmacy – “The goal that we set is to have the client feel like it is our 
online pharmacy that we control, because it is.”

Here are some example verbiage for conversations with clients:

• “Did you know WE have an online pharmacy?  You can set it and forget it, your pet 
will never miss a dose again”

• “Would you like your food sent to your home automatically the next time you need 
it?  We can set that up for you.”

• “We received your prescription request and have set you up in OUR online 
pharmacy, the doctor has already approved it and the confirmation should be in 
your email.”
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Hospital spotlight shows the potential benefits of a clear, consistent communication and 
marketing program.

Return to 

Consistent 

Messaging



Clinic Champion
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Hospital spotlight shows the potential benefits of having a dedicated Clinic Champion for 
the Home Delivery program in your hospital

HOSPITAL: 0229-Thiensville-Mequon Small Animal Clinic (HM-Peg Stelzner, MDVM-Dr. 
Jenni Mitchell)

Our HD Champion spends time with the CSR staff training them how to look up prices in 
our pharmacy, apply the coupons, and then look at competitors websites. Then role 
playing is done to show how to call the client and let them know about the great 
savings. This has made our CSR team comfortable with the system so they can help 
their clients with confidence. They are excited to call when they show the client they 
will be saving $. 

When there is a coupon for our pharmacy our HD Champion also posts it on our 
Facebook page, and reiterates it to staff to increase awareness.

Whether it is role playing with CSR’s on how to look up prices or coupons, or 
empowering them to price match- our Clinic Champion takes the lead on letting the 
CSR’s help their clients. So when the time comes for the CSR to call that client about our 
pharmacy, they know they are truly helping that client.

Return to Clinic 

Champion



Detailed Resources
Examples, screenshots, and detailed directions for implementation



Track Outside Requests - AVImark

Code Setup: Follow the steps below for AVImark code setup.
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Setup and reporting of AVImark codes for external pharmacy requests.

1. Open Avimark Treatment (TX) window 

and go to either your NVA Tracking 

Codes category if you have one or to 

your Miscellaneous category.

2. Click the Add button to open the code 

screen. 

3. Enter the correct code and description:

• ONLPHARM Pharm Products

• ONLDIET Diet Products

• ONLHWF Heartworm 

Flea/Tick Products

4. Enter any action codes wanted. Use 

“Q” to make sure it does not create an 

invoice.

5. You can also link the codes to other 

line items you may already have for 

attaching pharmacy requests. To do 

this, go to the “Associated Entries” tab. 

Click “Add” button and locate the code 

you want to link.

6. Press “OK” when finished.



Track Outside Requests - AVImark

Report Setup: Follow the steps below for AVImark reporting setup and use.
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Setup and reporting of AVImark codes for external pharmacy requests.

1. Open Avimark and click the “Work 

With” drop-down menu, followed by 

“Information Search”

2. Close the Search Criteria window in 

order to open the New Search Criteria 

window 

3. Select the “View” menu, then click 

“Code Editor”

4. Erase the default text



Track Outside Requests - AVImark

Report Setup: Continued
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Setup and reporting of AVImark codes for external pharmacy requests.

5. Insert the Red code below:

search [Client] code 'ONLINERX' name 

'online prescriptions filled' 

category 'NVA Searches' (

[History-Code] equals 

'ONLPHARM,ONLDIET,ONLHWF' and

[History-Date] is between '07-01-20' '07-

20-20'

) report (

[Client-Account],

[Client-Full Name],

[Patient-Name],

[History-Date],

[History-Description],

[History-Code]

) sort by (1 ascending, 3 ascending)

Select “OK”

6. Select “Save” 



Track Outside Requests - AVImark

Report Setup: Continued
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Setup and reporting of AVImark codes for external pharmacy requests.

7. Input “Category”, “Code”, and “Name” 

as shown here and in the coding 

above, and click “OK”

8. Select “Work With” then click 

“Information Search”

9. Click “NVA Searches”, then double 

click “ONLINERX” search criteria

10. Select the desired date ranges and 

click “Search”

1

2

Return to Tracking 

Outside Requests



Track Outside Requests - CS

Code Setup: Follow the steps below for both Cornerstone code setup.
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Setup and reporting of Cornerstone codes for external pharmacy requests.

1. Open Cornerstone and click 

the “Lists” drop-down menu, 

followed by “Invoice Item List”

2. Click the “New” button to add 

a new item

3. Enter the correct code and 

description:

• ONLPHARM Pharm Prod.

• ONLDIET Diet Prod.

• ONLHWF       Heartworm 

Flea/Tick Products

4. Do not enter any cost.

5. Click “OK” when finished.



Track Outside Requests - CS

Code Use: Follow the steps below for Cornerstone code use in Client’s account.
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Setup and reporting of Cornerstone codes for external pharmacy requests.

1. Under the “Patient” tab, go to the “Summary” tab, and insert a “Medical 

Note Quick Text”

2. Enter the prescription details in the text box

3. Enter Online pharmacy code in the “Item ID” box

4. Attached scanned copy of the request

* Note: this will show up on a PVL and will need to be closed out prior to 

reporting



Track Outside Requests - CS

Report Setup: Follow the steps below for Cornerstone report setup and use.
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Setup and reporting of Cornerstone codes for external pharmacy requests.

1. Open Cornerstone and go to “Reports”. Select “Invoice Item”, then 

“Invoice Item Sales Information.”

2. In the drop-down box under Sort, choose “Invoice Item ID and Date.”

3. Enter Invoice Item ID’s and date.

4. Select Preview or Print

Return to Tracking 

Outside Requests



Covetrus: How to Proactively Prescribe
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Covetrus: Proactively Prescribe (Continued)
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Return to 

Proactive Scripts
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Covetrus HD: Responding to Faxes from 
Other Pharmacies



Client Communication
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Home Delivery Monthly Email Example



Client Communication
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Client Letter Example



Client Communication
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Boosted Facebook Marketing Example



Client Communication
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Discount Coupons / Rebates

Online Pharmacy Discount Codes

HELLO20 $5 off first order - no minimum

WELCOME20 $10 off any first order of $75 or more

Other coupons/rebates

Hills food $4 coupon available in reception. Coupon code in Avimark = “coupon” Please save used 

coupon and give to receptionist. Need to turn into Hills for credit back to our hospital


